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1 Introduction
In this assignment we will explore three different autonomous poker bot which have increasing
degree of complexity. The basic poker bot uses simple hand ranking as a basis for decisions, while the
medium and advanced uses simulations rollouts to calculate the probability of success. The advance
poker bot also implements a player model that aims to capture the opponents hand strength basted
on the context and betting behavior. We will see that the complexity and lack of tuning makes the
advanced poker bot unable to beat the simpler medium poker bot.

2 Code Structure
The code for this project was written in Java 1.6. It is divided in to multiple packages, most
noteworthy, card, game, log, logic, player and opponent.

2.1 The Card Package
The card package houses typical playing card data structures which are used through the project. The
individual playing cards are represented by the class Card which contains a unique integer id for each
possible card. In increasing value, the clovers range from 0 to 12, diamonds 13 to 25, hearts 26 to 38
and spades 39 to 51. The main card collection is class Cards which is a superclass of multiple other
card collections like Board (common cards), Deck and Pocket. Each card collection has added
functionality as needed, e.g., the class Deck has an initial shuffling function.

2.2 The Game and Log Package
The game package houses the central Game class. It implements the main functionality of a fully
functioning poker simulator. When this class is initialized as an object it receives all necessary data to
carry out a simulation. It contains the players, common resources and constants. However, it does
not directly contain the game state. Instead, it delegates the current state to the Hand class which is
the basis for a disposable Hand object that contains the current state of the playing hand of poker,
e.g., Deck, Pot, Board, nonFoldedPlayers, etc. Hand objects are convenient for passing game states
around. However, the Hand class should not be confused with the GameState class in the log
package. The GameState and PlayerState classes are pure information containers used for exporting
data. It is not used at this time. The GameCounter class is used to keep track of wins, losses and ties,
and can compute ratios as well – all for logging purposes.

2.3 The Logic Package
The logic package contains the most important computationally heavy code. The HandEvaluator class
takes care of hand ranking and tie breaking. The HandStrengthSim class simulates multiple post-flop
hands in order to fix a numerical value to its strength. This is done as follows

Next, the logic package houses the RolloutSim class which performs the desired pre-flop simulations
for calculating winning probability of pocket cards. This class also takes care of saving and loading of
these results to disk.

2.4 The Player Package
The player package contains multiple player AIs that all extends the Player class. The most important
common denominator is the makeAction(…) method. This method is called by a Game object for
every betting round. Both a Hand and Game object is passed to this method as input with an enum
Action as output with the following possible values FOLD, CALL, RAISE and NONE. The final poker
bots for each project phase are implemented, respectively, by the BasicPlayer, MediumPlayer and
AdvancedPlayer classes. In addition there is a HumanPlayer for testing purposes, and various other
experimental bots and dummies.

2.5 The Opponent Package
Because of the larger scope of the poker bot form Phase III, I chose to put its unique logic in a
separate opponent package. It handles the context-action pair data structure and collects them in
the multiple OpponentModel classes. The OpponentModel objects contains a HashMap container of
context-action pairs that point to a list of Double hand strengths. The OpponentModel can take a
context-action object as input and output the mean hand strength of the mentioned list.

2.6 The Tests Package
Finally, there is a test package with tests for various hand rankings, tie breaking and nitpicking code.

3 Player Logic
The basic, medium and advanced players build on each other respectively. To simplify matters we
will only allow fixed rising – the minimum raising amount allowable – the big blind.

3.1 Basic Player – Project Phase I
The basic player is a very rudimentary player, indeed. For the preflop phase it randomly (uniformly)
picks an action. For the postflop phases it simply chooses to RAISE if it actually has a better than
three-of-a-kind hand, and it CALLS if it has one or two pairs, thus FOLDing when only having a high
card. There are no risk profiles for the basic player.

3.2 Medium Player – Project Phase II
The medium player uses pre-flop and post-flop simulations to calculate probability measures. The
pre-flop rollout gives a measurement for pocket strength and the online post-flop calculations yield
the hand strength. To make decisions based on them we need two limits that separate the actions
RAISE, CALL and FOLD. These limits were defined for three degrees of risk aversion.

The pre-flop rollout probability calculations are done over 10.000 rollouts, once for each possible
number of players. They were then stored for later use, and automatically regenerated if missing.

3.3 Advanced Player – Project Phase III
The advanced player uses an opponent models in order to predict what hand strength the opponents
have based on their previous games. Additionally the advanced player uses tricks and rules of thumb
in order to improve winnings.

3.4 Opponent Model
There is one opponent model per player. These models are shared by all advanced players, since they
are based on common knowledge from showdowns. The context features which are used are as
follows.






Last action : The action a player used is very indicative of what sort of hand they have.
Game phase : The phase, or sometimes called turn, should provide information that might
help in determining the hand strength of a player. Late games are different than early games.
Pot odds level : The pot odds is a measure of how much you have to invest in order to stay
in the game compared to the total pot. Here we represent this by making it discrete: HUGE,
HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW.
Players left in game : The number of players left seems like a something that would
make a player change their betting behavior. Someone might be inclined to be more risky at
the end stages of a hand.

The context collection procedure starts with continuously filling up a collection of Context-ActionHandStrength triplets. When a hand is completed and a showdown occurs the collection is added to
the respective opponent models for collective use. Contexts from player who have folded are
discarded.
When a model is needed for hand strength prediction it is done as context-action query to the
correct model. The model fetches the context and retrieves a list of hand strengths which are
averaged for use.
This hand strength is used to compare to the model user in question’s own estimated hand strength.
There is no clear cut way of determining what action to take based on this. None the less you might
make rules such that you RAISE if you have a better estimated hand than 80% of the other players or
just HOLD when you only a better hand than 50% of the other players. Based on the chosen risk
aversion the following were rule was used.

Note that this is not hand strength thresholds as with the medium player. It is a measure of how
many you need to beat in order to stay in the game. Of course, if you have too few data points for a
context we revert to using the medium players risk aversion profile applied to hand strengths
directly.

3.5 Tricks and Rules of Thumb




If the advanced player is the big blind it makes some sense to not FOLD even with a bad
hand, since this betting round is sunk cost. This is taken in to consideration.
A random error is added to the risk aversion thresholds. This is a kind of bluff factor that can
put of other opponent models.
If there are few hand strengths for a given context it is ignored and we fall back to the
medium player play style.

4 Results
4.1 Basic Player Results – Project Phase I
In the table below bp0 to bp3 stands for Basic Player 0 to 3. All five simulation runs had identical
setup, and ran for 1000 hands.

4.2 Medium Player Results – Project Phase II
The following four simulations show how the mentioned risk aversion profiles bode against each
other. There are two of each risk profiles, totaling 6 players. “mp0h” stands for Medium Player 0 Highly Risk, etc.

Next, we have a simulation where we play three medium players of against three basic players.

The following heat map illustrates how the preflop rollout simulations for pocket strengths, i.e.,
winning probability, are distributed.

4.3 Advanced Player Results – Project Phase III
The last tables show various advanced player versus the medium players. The advanced payers were
given a 2000-hand game to build contexts from, and then applied on the follwing five 1000-hand
games.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
Even though you’d think that the advanced player might have an edge over the basic and medium
player it is clear from the results that the medium player is better than both the basic and the
advance player. It also seems to be the less risk averse medium player who does best, that is, the
more aggressive player. This is true against both for the basic and advance player. There also seems
to be a looser coupling between win rate and chips acquired than expected. The highly risk adverse
medium player won only 1% of the games, yet, was often in the middle of the pack when it comes to
chips. The advanced player has a very low win rate, however, this might not be such a bad thing since
you can often do well by playing safe and waiting for the big pay outs. This of course works on one
type of opponent. Playing manually against the basic player quite easy knows that it is purely and
simply procedural. An interesting ploy to get around the risk aversion problem might be to vary it
randomly. Furthermore a more systematic approach towards bluffing might be reasonable.
The main problem with the advance player seems to be, just that, it is too advance. The underlying
complexity requires much more calibration and tuning. If I were to redo the project I might have
scrapped the context approach all together in favor of nearest neighbor or logistic regression, or
even a neural network. Another thing I might have done differently is to use a better suited
programming language. Even though Java is something we all know, it might have been better to just
use Python or even Matlab.

